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PERCETON HOUSE DEVELOPMENT BRIEF 
 
SITE DESCRIPTION/CONTEXT 
 
The site of Perceton House is located within Perceton Conservation Area, Irvine and extends to 
5.88Ha. Please refer to Appendix 1: Location Plan. 
 
In 1971 the House became A listed yet through recent assessment by Historic Scotland this has 
been reviewed and it is now B listed. In 1980 the stable block was C listed and remains as such 
following the same review. 
 
The site is designated as a local landscape of historic interest by the Garden History Society and 
sits within a wider Site of Importance for Nature Conservation. The south eastern boundary of the 
site backs onto a Scottish Wildlife Trust (SWT) Reserve. Please refer to Appendix 2: Site 
Considerations. The site is in full ownership of the North Ayrshire Council.  
 
Perceton House and its grounds have a longstanding legacy within North Ayrshire. The house 
dates from the late 18th Century (c.1770) and was built by William McCreadie. It remained in 
private ownership until 1968 when the estate passed to Irvine Development Corporation and 
subsequently North Ayrshire Council. This date marks the addition of the modernist office block to 
the property. The extension was purposely built for potential conversion for use as a hotel once it 
was deemed surplus to requirements. 
 
LOCAL PLAN ALLOCATION 
 
The adopted North Ayrshire Local 
Plan allocates the site as Leisure 
and Open Space. However, the 
emerging Local Development 
Plan (LDP) allocates parts of the 
site for residential use with an 
indicative capacity of 40 units. It is 
anticipated that the new LDP will 
be adopted in late 2013.  
 
Any development proposals 
would be expected to take 
account of the sensitivities of the 
site which include the listed 
buildings, designed gardens, 
mature trees and wider 
conservation area.  
 
 
SERVICE INFORMATION  
 
Information relating to service provision is available from the Council on request. Contact details 
can be found on page 8.  
 
 
 
 

Adopted Local Plan Local Development Plan 
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DEVELOPMENT PRINCIPLES 
 
Proposed Uses 
Acceptable uses, in principle, as per the LDP, are housing, and other uses compatible with a 
residential allocation such as a care home or other residential institution. The LDP also provides 
policy support for a hotel/leisure use.  
 
The Council's Affordable Housing Policy is applicable to the site, and developer contributions 
towards transport improvements may be required. Planning Services can offer further advice in 
this regard. Contact details can be found on page 8.  
 
Any development on the site will be informed by a tree survey which will be carried out in due 
course. 
 
Built Form/Density 
To provide an indicative view of the developable area of the site, specific zones have been 
identified to inform proposals. Please refer to Appendix 3: Development Zones. The areas 
identified are indicative only. The Council is flexible regarding the developable area provided that 
the sensitivities of the site are satisfactorily dealt with.  
 
Two key considerations which will inform the layout of development proposals are: (i) the impact of 
development upon the approach and principal elevation of Perceton House (see Fig. 1); and (ii) 
the location of the trees identified within the tree survey for retention.  
 

 
   Fig. 1  Approach and principal elevation of Perceton House 

Refurbishment of the listed buildings should be completed within an early phase of development to 
safeguard the future of these heritage assets. This will be secured via a condition of planning 
consent. 
 
Zone A: Stable Block and Car Park 
The stable block is C listed and currently in use. The approach to the stable block (Fig. 2) and the 
courtyard layout (see Fig. 3) would support conversion to residential development or leisure use. 
Having been altered in the past there is considerable potential for conversion of the stable block 
which could result in significant improvement to the building.  
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There is also potential to demolish the 
additional building to the rear of the stable 
block (Fig 4), however due consideration must 
be given to the impact of demolition upon the 
stable block. 
 
The existing hardstanding car park  
(see Fig. 5) is identified by the LDP for 
residential use. Development on this area of 
the site should give particular consideration to 
its relationship with Perceton House, and 
could be single or two storey. Depending on 
the proposed use, there is scope for 
development in this area to physically link with 
Perceton House, provided this is done 
sympathetically and with no or minimal impact 
on the principal elevation of the house. 

 
The sensitive landscape area as 
shown by Appendix 3 should be 
retained and enhanced to protect the 
setting of the stable block. This will 
be further informed by the tree 
survey.  
 
Development in this area is likely to 
be visible from the adjacent road and 
consideration should therefore be 
given to the impact on visual 
amenity. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Approach to the stable block  Fig. 3 Courtyard layout 

Fig. 4 Building to the rear of stable block 

Fig. 5  The existing hardstanding car park 
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Zone B: Perceton House and Setting 
Currently B listed, the house forms a focal point for the development. Sensitive re-use which 
safeguards the future of the building is essential. The views on entering the site, on approach to 
the house, should be maintained to retain the relationship between the house and the setting.  
 
Historic Scotland has advised that any development should be located away from the formal 
approach and views to the house. Historic Scotland encourage early discussion with potential 
purchasers regarding future proposals. Contact details can be found on page 8. 
 
The house is currently occupied by the Council and extensive refurbishment in the last century 
allows potential for reuse or conversion. Work to the interior of the house should seek to protect 
the remaining formal rooms and restore more of the internal spaces where possible.  
 
The attached 1960s office building (see Fig. 6) is not listed, and reuse/refurbishment is 
encouraged. The office building was carefully constructed so as not to impact on the principal 
elevation of Perceton House. Any redevelopment proposals would be expected to follow the same 
principle. As it is not listed there would be no formal objections to demolition however this would 
require detailed discussion and justification given the attached B listed house.  
 
The sensitive landscape area as shown by Appendix 3 should be retained and enhanced to 
protect the setting of the house. This will be further informed by the tree survey. 
 
 
 

 
    Fig. 6  1960’s office building 
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Zone C: Former Nursery Area and Gardens 
The former Nursery Area (see Fig. 7) is well screened from both the listed buildings. Proposals are 
therefore likely to be relatively self-contained, and the relationship between proposals in this area 
to the listed buildings is less important. Three storey development may be acceptable in the less 
sensitive areas of this zone. 

 
 
While the remaining garden area is not 
allocated specifically for development by 
the LDP, it is recognised that there may 
be potential for development on this part 
of the site. The visual impact on the 
setting of Perceton House, impact on 
neighbouring properties and loss of 
designed landscape must be carefully 
considered within a Design Statement.  
 
The south eastern boundary of Zone C 
backs onto an SWT reserve. As indicated 
by Appendix 3, this boundary is a 
sensitive landscape area and a ‘no 
development’ zone is required to protect 
the reserve and ensure the safety of any 
future development. Appendix 3 identifies 
potential links into the reserve which will 

be subject to discussion with SWT prior to application for development. Contact details can be 
found on page 8. 
 
Any development of this area will require unique justification within the accompanying Design 
Statement, and, as with development on other parts of the site, should retain natural features 
where possible. 
 
Materials & Design 
This is an opportunity for a development of high quality design within an attractive historical and 
green setting. A Design Statement must be submitted with any application and should take 
cognisance of successful surrounding developments (See Fig. 8), Designing Streets and the 
Council’s Neighbourhood Design Guidance.   
 

 
Fig. 8  Successful development in the locale 

Fig. 7  Former nursery area 
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The range of acceptable materials will be limited for Zones A and B given the listed buildings and 
need to preserve these heritage assets and their setting. For Zones A and B, any new materials 
should match original materials and any departure from these in favour of contemporary materials 
should be justified within a Design Statement. For the car park area, materials used should bear a 
relationship with the House and Stable Block, and should be justified within the Design Statement. 
 
The palette of materials for Zone C is more flexible given that the site is relatively self contained. 
However, development across both areas should show some links in its approach to design and 
materials. 
 
Developers are encouraged to use a range of active and passive energy efficiency measures and 
to utilise renewable energy sources within the layout and design of proposals where possible. This 
should be highlighted in a Design Statement.  
 
Access and Parking 
Use of the existing vehicular access would be supported to maintain the historic entrance to the 
site, preserving the setting of Perceton House and its relationship to the surrounding landscape.  
 
The internal road layout should be in accordance with the Council’s Road Development Guide. 
Designing Streets provides useful guidance on the creation of safe attractive streets through 
layout and design. It is essential that a Designing Streets approach is incorporated within 
development on the site.  
 
The retention of existing and incorporation of new pedestrian and cycle accesses  
(see Appendix 3) are encouraged to produce an attractive, well connected development which 
prioritises the pedestrian and cyclist. In addition, links to existing public transport services should 
be considered.  
 
All matters regarding access, road and footway design should be discussed at an early stage with 
North Ayrshire Council Roads Services and Planning Services as the Access Authority. Contact 
details can be found on page 8.  
 
Flooding and Drainage 
Despite the site's close proximity to the Annick Water there are no known significant flooding or 
drainage issues affecting the site.  
 
A Sustainable Urban Drainage System must be used to treat surface water.  
 
Ecological Considerations 
There is a bat population present within the area and within the buildings on site.  
 
Bats are protected under the Conservation (Natural Habitats & c.) Regulations 1994 as amended. 
A licence is required for the removal or disturbance of this protected species and or any works that 
would affect their hunting and or habitat.  
 
The Council holds previous survey information relating to the current bat population on site. 
Updated survey work will require be carried out in relation to the site at planning application stage.  
 
Trees within the curtilage of Perceton benefit from Conservation Area Status. Prior notice must be 
given of any proposed works to trees. The tree survey will inform what action requires to be taken 
for specific tree specimens within the site. 
 
Planning applications must be accompanied by a Phase 1 habitat survey. 
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Archaeological Considerations 
West of Scotland Archaeological Service (WOSAS) has advised that despite the historical context 
of Perceton House and the surrounding landscape it is anticipated that there is little remaining 
archaeological data that would be disturbed through development.  
 
Any application will be reviewed by WOSAS, on behalf of the Council, who will advise on any 
action required at development stage, such as a watching brief.  
 
Boundaries 
The development footprint should not encroach on any area covered by the canopy of retained 
trees, to avoid future amenity/safety issues and to safeguard the continued preservation of the 
trees.  
 
The preservation of existing boundaries is central to retaining the historic setting of the site which 
is defined by the relationship between the listed buildings and the surrounding natural landscape. 
Any proposals to remove or significantly alter existing historic boundary treatments (including 
hedging) should have clear justification. 
 
Landscape/Open Space 
The existing landscaping should be incorporated into the layout and design of the development, to 
retain the setting of the listed buildings, where possible, and to complement the visual amenity of 
the area. Providing an attractive and mature setting for the site is essential.  
 
The imaginative use of paving and landscaping materials defining public and private spaces as 
well as provision for walkers and cyclists and parking areas should be a design feature of the site. 
 
Early discussions on open space, including adoption and maintenance matters should be held with 
North Ayrshire Council Streetscene Services. Contact details can be found on page 8.  
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Contact us 

North Ayrshire Council strongly encourages pre-application discussions to enable, as far as 
possible, the potential issues associated with a proposal to be identified and resolved at an early 
stage. Such discussions can greatly benefit both applicants and the Council, improving certainty 
as well as saving time and costs in the planning process. 
 
Our contact details are provided below, if you wish to obtain further advice about this 
Development Brief or to arrange pre-application discussions: 
 
 
Planning Services 
Economic Growth Services 
Economy and Communities 
North Ayrshire Council 
Cunninghame House 
Irvine, KA12 8EE 
 
Tel: 01294 310000 
 
Email: ldp@north-ayrshire.gov.uk 
 
www.north-ayrshire.gov.uk 
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